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Brown: Four Poems

POETRY

75
FOUR POEMS'
EVENING

Inaudible, am1?iguous everYrWhe!e
The equal gloaming falls sdburban,
Vague accessory to electric hearths.
Children play through hill and fen,
(Dark-source of grass and laughter) ;
~hey pursue remembered ·spontaneities.
'Tireless, they master the young season
Until parents cry,at suppleness:
"Beyond these defended walls; disaster.
Your pastures can wait for day,.
For in sleep you will tum away."

GOODBYE

Assembled by· the train's departure
\Ve heard r~spectfully our sound,
A cricket among catarrhs.
There were minimum noises:
Light .boned children playing war,
Or as caterpillars spin, their cries
With large tears from large. misshapen heads;
And the minim,um sight: horns of smoke
Drawn to older worlds in a duller time.
We knew old emotions and no
Vocabulary. Our tongues
Were inefficient, fast.
Shut out, the station dwindled
In a. maximum endlesS light.
On the locked train the soldiers sang
And played at stone guitars.
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THE

GOLD

RUSH

The hero walks in pathos infinite
And substantial in the flickering room.
His grave eloquence unspeakable,
C~n only move the table ware:
Curved shrunken candles, splitting cloth,
Dead flowers among the eddy of flames. Celebrant betrayed, he waits his guests
Amid Alaskan snow, the sterile cold
A frozen dream crumbling teeth to flakes,
Mind to silence to further teeth on bone.
Our comic lover is nonchalant;
Gay with the theatre his hands have made:
Bread bUllS fixed on silver forks
In chorus wave their metal legs
And dance on soft and clumsy shoes, and whirl
And bend to make a music of their moving silence.
They are absurd; alive to imitate
His absurdity, to join against the ice,
The paper cabin, the cornflake snow,
Against love's circular betrayal,
To form against this black and laughing audience
The movements of his ref! candy heart.

THE

SHORES

OF

GREECE

Waves now helpless on a remembered shore
Gather peacefully under oil
Their tidal lengths to ancient ends.
Compelled by the moon the dragging water
Blurs what is left obscure,
Flat and dark on the rigid sand.

~

Unguents of blood or grease, both,
Wash oak railings and hair,
Metal drums, cordage, flanks.
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The flesh is dilute, grazing on salt,
The ladened air, pure decay;
What the torpedo. could not unmake.
The symmetry of· surf
Contains the shouts of'older men,
Gestures toward sea-horses,
Firm, blood-arched.
ROBERT

BROWN

SYCAMORE
On the damp stone of afternoon horizon
Rifted by glacier clouds and one cold gull,
A sycamore is stretched in sunless season.
With every stealthy wind his round brown heads
Shift warily from side to side, a~d spill
Venom of dark in the chilled veins of earth.
Long sinc~all singing pairs were driven forth
From Eden-grass' and scented garden-beds.

..

The sycamore in innocence of Spring
Was hale. Yet in his heart the serpent· lodged.
,An aged good becomes a twisted thing
That must contend with pain to merit pardon,
As by this ill a stronger tree is pledged
And deeper boughs and wells of leaf to slake
Bright birds with crumbs of summer in their beak
Beyond all wreckage in a fresher garden.
JOHN
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